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Fall Outing at the Jasper Cemetery
Our fall outing went off without a hitch thanks to members and staff
who helped us research, prepare, set up and take down. Initially we

had a small turn out but our numbers grew later in the tour and it was

great to see some new faces. Our cemetery is really a wonderful spot
to learn more about our history and we could easily find enough

information to do another outing in the near future. We printed a
brochure for the event which could be made available to visitors
wanting to take a self guided tour .

This fall marks our eighth year of bi-annual historical

outings but the Historical Society did many historical

outings prior to opening of the museum. This photo was

taken at a Historical Society outing at the Whirlpool River on

September 27, 1964. .. Seated are Mel Taylor, Toni Klettl and
Fred Brewster.
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The Manifold was an annual magazine launched by Trans Mountain in 1968 to connect with landowners. It often featured

stories about landowners and included many interesting articles on Jasper and surrounding area. Jasper National Park is one
of the major landowners with the Trans Mountain pipeline (TMPL). Built in 1952, TMPL transports petroleum from

Edmonton, Alberta to Burnaby, BC. The following article published in The Manifold in 1983 features Jasper National
Park Superintendent Rory Flanagan.

By Anna-Marie Couture
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Good bye to long time employee Lucie Doucet
After six years of working at JYMA, our gift shop manager is heading home
to the Maritimes. Lucie Doucet is the smiling face who has cheerfully greeted
members and visitors at our door while protecting our artefacts and

answering a myriad of questions in both official languages. Many of the
unique items found in our gift shop have been Lucie s doing. She

networked with many local artisans to sell their artwork, crafts and cards in
our store. Recently she worked with Rocky Mountain Roasters to

create the label for our own Camp Coffee. We wish her the best of luck in
her new adventures.

The Archives

By Karen Byers

Many years ago Annie Richardson did extensive research for the archives on the old films shot in Jasper and we
have used these files many times. Our collection has many photos taken during the filming and we have recently

digitized more of these wonderful pictures. Recently, while filling a research request on the Emperor Waltz, we

discovered that YouTube has many of the old film clips available for viewing at any time. The Emperor Waltz,
starring Bing Crosby & Joan Fontaine was filmed in Jasper in 1946 and some of the cast stayed at Pine

Bungalows. While watching the film you can pick out many of the locations used in the film including Leach Lake
and the Cavell Road. One sequence of the film has Bing

Crosby strolling along the Icefields Parkway with milkmaids
dancing below him on the river flats. This location had us

stumped until we asked Mike Dillon and he pointed us to a

copy of one of our own photos! The site of this old warden

cabin, located north of Sunwapta along the river was turned
into a Tyrolean scene complete with milk maids and cows!
To watch clips from the Emperor Waltz try

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxpeewsZesw

Thanks!

50th Anniversary of the Arena

Many thanks to Dave the Plumber and his staff for

It will be hung in the arena before

repeatedly coming to our rescue this year.

Commemorative Wall
the end of the year.
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Exhibit Upgrades

By Val Delill

The Jasper-Yellowhead Museum & Archives is planning to close for three weeks from November 1-21 to facilitate upgrades to some of the permanent exhibits in the Fred Kofin Historical Gallery. On October 28 the

popular exhibit “All Aboard! Jasper’s Railway Centennial” will close and we will incorporate some of the content
into the permanent gallery as a legacy from this temporary exhibit.

We really wanted a realistic model train running in the permanent gallery but the space available will not allow us to
include an HO scale train set up. Instead we are going ahead with a Lionel set up which is a larger scale but has a
smaller turning radius,. This means we will be able to fit it into the existing railway section. The train will operate

with a push button and run for a set length of time. Another legacy that will be added to the permanent gallery from
this exhibit is the digitized film footage from Arvon Hilworth and the Sherriff family. We have been told our gallery
is quite text heavy and the model train, along with digital images, will add a more visual element to the exhibit.

Festival of Trees

By Val Delill

Yes, it is time to start thinking about decorating a three foot Christmas tree in your own creative style. This year’s
festival will run Nov 22 to Dec 15. Trees will be available for pick up or will be delivered to decorators between
Nov 13-15. To arrange for a tree give Val an email exhibits@jaspermuseum.org or call her at the museum 780-

852-3013. This year we will be teaming up with Santa’s Anonymous this year to host an afternoon with Santa.

Santa will have treats and presents for every child who visits. Kids can also help Santa decorate his tree which will

also be entered into the Festival of Trees. We will also have a donation bin for Santa’s Anonymous in the gallery.

The Jasper-Yellowhead

Museum & Archives would like to thank
the

Alberta museums Association for
providing funding for our recently
revamped JYMA website
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The donor of this lovely stein sent it to

us by mail out of the blue! We had never
seen one like it before.

The Jasper Signal
By Dee Dee Bartlett

612 Connaught Drive housed the National Hotel , the Poboktan Cafe
and Perrier Photography Shop. [ca. 1920]

A Special Thank You

A very big thank you to Karen and Evan Reed. Once again

this summer they have both been a big help volunteering where
needed. Evan spent close to 40 hours researching and

updating our Permanent Gallery Inventory. A job well done!
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JYHS News : Thinking Mountains
Thinking Mountains is the first event of its kind:
an interdisciplinary conference that aims to promote dialogue about how
mountains are understood physically, as
ecosystems, in human history, and as part of
world cultures. Mountain areas comprise about
one-fifth of the world’s land surface area and
provide direct life support for about 10 per cent
of humankind. They act as
indirect life support for another three billion
people, and inspire recreational, artistic, and
religious experiences.

Thinking Mountains is a meeting place for the
best scholarship about mountains in the sciences,
fine arts, social sciences and
humanities to better understand mountain peoples, places, and activities.

The Jasper Yellowhead
Historical Society
is hosting a welcome reception on
Friday, December 14th at 7 pm
Please join us for this stimulating event.

Mission Statement
“The Jasper-Yellowhead
Historical Society will

promote awareness, understanding

and appreciation of our regional heritage,
both natural and cultural, to the
residents and visitors
of our community.”

The Jasper Signal is a publication of the Jasper-Yellowhead
Historical Society that tells the story of Jasper’s regional
heritage both natural and cultural while presenting
the activities and priorities of the Society.

The Jasper Signal is named after Signal Mountain.
Submissions may be sent to:

Jasper-Yellowhead Museum & Archives
PO Box 42, Jasper, AB T0E 1E0

Phone: (780) 852-3013 e-mail: board@jaspermuseum.org

The Jasper Signal
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Great Duck Race Winners

Thanks to the JYHS Board, The Jasper Right to Read
and everyone who bought a ticket,

the Great Duck Race was a big success.
The winners were:

Nichole Cambridge $1000
Ian MacSpadyen $300

Aaron Katajamaki $200

The Pennies are Still Rolling in
Think of the Museum Roof Repair Fund when contemplating your jars of pennies.

You can bring them to the museum and put them in the giant jar or put them in the special penny drop in our front
entrance way. Thank-you to Arvon Hilworth for building this ingenious device and also to Bert Wade,
Wayne Kennedy & Nancy & Brian Best. Our total so far is $181.50.

Light Up Jasper Christmas Home Tour
December 6th, 2012 6 pm– 10 pm

Get into the spirit of Christmas and make this year one to remember for you and your family.
Get Great Ideas! Get Inspired!

Featuring theme trees, designer trees and everything from decorations to mantels
Sponsored by Super A

Chance to win one $100.00 voucher

Proceeds to the Jasper-Yellowhead Museum & Archives
Refreshments

Tickets $20/person

Available at Super A & Jasper-Yellowhead Museum & Archives

Upcoming Activity Centre Displays

Jasper Town Green Spaces

September 1-November 30 2012
60th Anniversary of the Jasper Chamber of Commerce
November 30– January 2, 2013

by Sheila Couture

60th Anniversary of the Jasper –Yellowhead
Historical Society

January 2-March 30, 2013

The Jasper Signal
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Jasper-Yellowhead Museum &Archives
400 Bonhomme Street, Jasper , Alberta

(across from the Jasper Aquatic Centre )

Winter Hours :
Museum

October-May
11am to 4 pm

Thursday-Sunday
Archives

Wednesdays

9 am - noon & 1-4 pm

Please phone for appointment
780-852-3013 museum

780-852-3240 archives
JYHS Board

board@jaspermuseum.org
Karen Byers

manager@jaspermuseum.org
Dee Dee Bartlett

collections@jaspermuseum.org
Val Delill

exhibits@jaspermuseum.org
Gift Shop

giftshop@jaspermuseum.org

Showcase Gallery 2012-13
November 22 to December 15 2012
Festival of Trees

Come out and bid on one of the many creative trees decorated by
the community of Jasper.
January 2013

Art Show to be announced
February

Tonquin Valley Quilters
March

Libby Weir
April

Sharon Anderson
May to September

“Forestry in Jasper Park” & “Jasper Remembers Marilyn”

Alcove Gallery 2012-13
September 10 – December 30 2012
Changes on the Land

January to April 2013

“Fitzhugh to Jasper – We’ve Come a Long Way”
A photo retrospective
May to September

Tristan Overy’s “Caveman+Scientist”

